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Abstract—Salient Object Detection (SOD) plays an important
role in many image-related multimedia applications. Although
there are many existing research works about the salient object
detection in traditional RGB (visible-light spectrum) images, there
are still many complex situations that regular RGB images cannot
provide enough cues for the accurate SOD, such as the shadow
effect, similar appearance between background and foreground,
strong or insufficient illumination, etc. Because of the success of
near-infrared spectrum in many computer vision tasks, we explore
the multi-spectral SOD in the synchronized RGB images and near-
infrared (NIR) images for the both simple and complex situations.
We assume that the RGB SOD in the existing RGB image datasets
could provide references for the multi-spectral SOD problem. In
this paper, we mainly model this research problem as a deep
learning based domain adaptation from the traditional RGB image
data (source domain) to the multi-spectral data (target domain),
and an adversarial deep domain adaptation model is proposed.
We first collect and will publicize a large multi-spectral dataset,
RGBN-SOD dataset, including 780 synchronized RGB and NIR
image pairs for the multi-spectral SOD problem in the simple
and complex situations. Intensive experimental results show the
effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed deep domain adaptation
for the multi-spectral SOD. Besides, due to the absence of research
on the field of multi-spectral co-saliency detection, we also collect
200 synchronized RGB and NIR image pairs in addition to explore
the multi-spectral co-saliency detection.

Index Terms—Domain adaptation, multi-spectral, salient object
detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SALIENT object detection (SOD) which aims at finding out
the salient objects in a given image is quite helpful to dis-

cover the objects and well understand the image scene, so the
SOD techniques could benefit many image-related multimedia
applications, such as image scene understanding [2], image seg-
mentation [3], [4], object tracking [5], common object discov-
ery [6], [7], etc. There are many existing research works about the
SOD in RGB images such as [8]–[12], which have achieved ad-
vanced performance in regular simple situations. However, there
are still many complex situations that regular RGB images can-
not provide enough cues for the accurate SOD. In this paper, we
discuss the new multi-spectral SOD problem as shown in Fig. 1.
Traditional RGB SOD problem takes one single RGB image in
the visible-light spectrum as the input, while the multi-spectral
SOD problem uses the multi-spectral images as the input. We
expect that the multi-spectral images could improve the SOD
performance in some complex situations. Situations like shadow
effect, similar appearance between background and foreground,
strong or insufficient illumination, as shown in Fig. 2, are taken
as complex situation in this paper. In complex situations, it is
usually difficult to find out the salient object. Some related re-
searches also show that it is necessary to study the applications
under complex situations, such as the indistinguishable object
appearance [13], the poor quality images obtained in real-world
changing environments or adverse weather conditions [14], [15]
and so on.

In order to better handle the complex situations, additional
modality information could be introduced to help the SOD,
like the mid-wave infrared images [13], thermal infrared im-
ages [16], depth images [17], [18], etc. Different kinds of image
modalities can provide different unique contributions for SOD.
Near-infrared (NIR) spectrum is one of the image modalities
which has shown successes in many image processing and mul-
timedia tasks. The NIR image is often used to help the RGB
image tasks such as the low-light image enhancement [19], im-
age restoration [20], image dehazing [21], [22], image denois-
ing [23], robust scene category recognition [24], face recognition
robust to illumination variations [25], image quality and context
improvement to the changeable weather [26], etc. For example,
as shown in Fig. 2, the RGB images might show low discrim-
inative contrast in complex situations, while the synchronized
NIR images might display a better contrast to human vision
systems. Studies on the face recognition [25], [27] show that
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the multi-spectral SOD problem. Traditional RGB SOD
problem takes one single RGB image in the visible-light spectrum as the input
shown in (a), while the multi-spectral SOD problem uses the multi-spectral
images as the input shown in (b).

Fig. 2. Sample images from the collected multi-spectral dataset in simple and
complex situations: (a) simple/normal situation, (b) shadow effect, (c) similar
appearance between background and foreground, (d) strong illumination, and
(e) insufficient illumination. From top to bottom: RGB image, synchronized
NIR image, annotated ground truth for SOD. We can see that NIR images could
improve the contrast of the salient object and also keep the object details infor-
mation in complex situations.

the NIR image is less sensitive to the variations of visible illu-
minations. The study in [28] indicates that using visible RGB
and NIR image pair can improve the visual quality on those
image influenced by changeable weather like haze, fog, smoke
and so on. The study in [26] shows that RGB images contain
more color information while NIR images contain rich sharp
edge information. Taking both of the RGB and NIR information
into consideration might improve the SOD performance under
the degraded situations. In many real-world image related ap-
plications like robotics [29], [30], autonomous vehicles [31],
and video surveillance [32], the multi-spectral images includ-
ing RGB and NIR images are available, so it is highly desired
to systematically study the multi-spectral SOD problem. There-
fore, this paper explores the multi-spectral SOD problem in the
synchronized RGB and NIR images for the both simple and
complex situations.

Different from many SOD methods extracting effective fea-
ture representations for saliency detection, we assume that the
RGB SOD in the existing public RGB image datasets (such
as the well-labelled MSRA-B [33], DUTS [34], HKU-IS [35])
could provide references for the multi-spectral SOD problem.

We model the SOD problem with additional NIR information
as an unsupervised domain adaptation problem in deep learn-
ing. Domain Adaptation (DA) aims to use the information from
both source and target domains to reduce the domain discrep-
ancy [36]–[39]. Recently, DA is popular in the research field of
autonomous driving [40], medical imaging segmentation [41],
etc. We adopt a deep learning based adversarial domain adapta-
tion method to reduce the domain discrepancy for the proposed
multi-spectral SOD problem.

Existing datasets using NIR images [42], [43] for SOD are
very small with only dozens of RGB-NIR image pairs. In this
paper, we first collect and will publicize a large multi-spectral
dataset, named as RGBN-SOD dataset, including 780 synchro-
nized RGB and NIR image pairs for the multi-spectral SOD
problem in the simple and complex situations. We model this
research problem as an adversarial domain adaptation in deep
learning from the existing RGB image dataset (source domain)
to the collected multi-spectral dataset (target domain).

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to sys-

tematically study the research problem of multi-spectral
salient object detection using the synchronized RGB and
NIR images for the both simple and complex situations.

2) We first collect a large multi-spectral dataset of 780 syn-
chronized RGB and NIR image pairs including simple
and complex situations for the SOD problem. Each im-
age pair has been carefully annotated with the pixel-level
SOD ground truth. In addition, we also collect a new
dataset (200 RGB-NIR image pairs) for the multi-spectral
co-salient object detection problem.

3) We propose a new deep learning method for the multi-
spectral SOD based on the adversarial domain adaptation
from the existing RGB image dataset (source domain) to
the collected multi-spectral dataset (target domain).

A preliminary version of our work has already been pub-
lished in our previous conference proceeding [1]. Compared
with [1], this journal paper adds more detailed explanations in
the introduction and related work, a new experiment on another
multi-spectral SOD dataset [42], a new experimental compar-
ison with more state-of-the-art SOD models, new experiments
on the larger-scale datasets, and the failure cases. In addition, we
also explore the problem of the multi-spectral co-salient object
detection in this journal paper.

II. RELATED WORK

RGB image SOD: Salient object detection is to find the visual
salient object/region which mostly attracts human attention in a
given image. SOD as a fundamental computer vision task has
been one of the popular research fields for many years. The tradi-
tional methods like RC [8], LRK [44], CWS [45], FT [46] usually
concentrate on some specific low-level features and certain prior
information like connectivity prior [47], background prior [48].
Recently, by the powerful representation of deep learning based
methods, the SOD task performance is improved a lot [49].

Recently, many deep learning based methods [9], [50]–[57]
achieve good performance in the SOD research. For instance,
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in [51], SOD problem is solved in the pixel level instead of the
patch level with the proposed end-to-end deep contrast network.
In [50], better methods are developed for fusing multi-scale in-
formation for SOD. Recently, many researches like [53], [57],
[58] focus more on the edge/boundary information to help obtain
more accurate salient object detection results. Attention mecha-
nism [56], [58] is also introduced into the design of SOD models
to enhance the representation ability of the SOD models. In [59],
[60], salient objects are detected from fixation maps by a deep
hierarchy of convolutional LSTMs. Besides, there are also some
researches focusing more on the speed and the computation cost
of the SOD models. For example, in [52], a fast and accurate
salient object detection method is proposed by directly utilizing
the generated saliency maps to refine the features of the back-
bone network and in [61], [62] a novel dynamic weight decay
scheme is proposed to reduce the representation redundancy.

Most of deep learning based SOD methods are based on RGB
images only and have not considered the multi-spectral cues.
There are many well-labelled SOD datasets of RGB images such
as MSRA-B [33], DUTS [34], HKU-IS [35], etc. In this paper,
we suppose that the RGB SOD datasets can provide references
and guides for the multi-spectral SOD problem.

RGBD image SOD: The RGB-Depth (RGBD) based SOD
task which takes use of the depth image in SOD task [63]–[67]
is similar to our multi-spectral SOD task, but there are many
differences between them. The physical meaning of these two
kinds of image modalities is different. Near-infrared image in
this paper refer to images containing the information of the ob-
ject under the wavelength of the near-infrared band (850 nm),
while the depth image usually reflects the distance mapping of a
scene. The NIR image contains more detailed scene and object
information, while the depth image loses many details by only
considering the distance cue. Besides, the NIR image can dis-
tinguish similar-appearance objects of different materials [68]
even when their depths are the same or very similar.

Mutli-spectral SOD and related datasets: No matter the
images captured under the outdoor or indoor environments will
be easily suffered from the image degradation by the chang-
ing illumination, bad weather conditions, complex situations, as
shown in Fig. 2. Directly applying the SOD methods developed
based on regular images to the degraded images might fail in
extracting the salient object, so it is necessary to find an effi-
cient way to improve the SOD performance in these complex
situations. The SOD problem in complex situations might be
improved via other kinds of image modalities providing extra
and unique features. Some researches use other image modali-
ties to help the salient object detection for the RGB images, for
example: [69] uses the flash and no-flash image pairs to solve
the SOD problem; [70] collects a RGB and thermal infrared
dataset to study the SOD problem; [71] solves the foggy image
SOD problem via the fusion of spatial and frequency domains.
Because near-infrared images contain similar structures as the
visible color images [20] and also provide more edge and detail
information about the object and image scene, this paper tries
to include multi-spectral modalities (i.e., RGB and NIR images)
for the SOD problem.

The most related datasets to our SOD problem are the ex-
isting multi-spectral datasets including NIR images [42], [43].

They collect several RGB-NIR image pairs to explore the near-
infrared clues in the saliency detection. However, their datasets
only have a small number of image pairs and do not consider
the complex situations. In this paper, we first collect a large
multi-spectral dataset including 780 synchronized RGB and
NIR image pairs for the multi-spectral SOD problem in both
simple and complex situations. Besides, we also collected 200
synchronized RGB and NIR image pairs for the multi-spectral
co-saliency detection problem.

Deep domain adaptation: In deep learning researches, do-
main adaptation is to reduce the data distribution discrepancy in
the source and target domains so as to improve the generaliza-
tion ability of the deep learning model [38]. This paper focuses
on the adversarial domain adaptation in deep learning for the
multi-spectral SOD problem due to its advanced performance
recently. In the research of adversarial domain adaptation, gen-
erative adversarial learning [72] could be used to reduce the do-
main shifts across different domains. Typically, a generator and
a discriminator are trained against each other [73], [74]. The
generator is trained to confuse the discriminator, while the dis-
criminator is trained to classify the features coming from differ-
ent domains. Following this procedure, the domain bias could be
reduced leading to the improved performance [73]–[75]. A new
deep learning based method for the multi-spectral SOD based on
the adversarial domain adaptation from the existing RGB image
dataset (source domain) to the collected multi-spectral dataset
(target domain) is proposed.

III. MULTI-SPECTRAL SOD DATASET

We firstly collected a new dataset named as RGBN-SOD
dataset consisting of 780 RGB-NIR image pairs of the same
scene in this paper. The image pairs mainly contain some ordi-
nary objects in the indoor scene (409 image pairs) and outdoor
scene (371 image pairs) in the RGBN-SOD dataset.

1) Dataset Statistics: Since the research target of this pa-
per is to explore the multi-spectral SOD problem in both sim-
ple/normal and complex situations, we collect the RGB-NIR im-
age pairs in both simple/normal and complex situations. For the
normal situation, we consider the salient objects in the normal
indoor and outdoor environments. For the complex situations,
we mainly select 4 kinds of situation as complex situations and
collect the images of salient objects in the challenging light illu-
mination (213 image pairs), shadow influence (165 image pairs),
and similar appearance of background and foreground (169 im-
age pairs). The data distribution of the collected RGBN-SOD
dataset is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b).

The collected RGB image and the corresponding NIR image
are synchronized and aligned towards the same salient object(s),
as shown in Fig. 2. The original NIR image is an image of single
channel, then we duplicate it to be a three-channel image same
as that of the RGB image.

2) Image Capture and Annotation: We capture the multi-
source image data by a multi-spectral camera developed by our-
selves with an estimate cost of 100 to 200 dollars. The sen-
sor simultaneously captures RGB and near-infrared bands with
two separate lens. In order to make the details in near-infrared
band clear, we equipped the near-infrared supplemental lamp,
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Fig. 3. Statistics for the proposed multi-spectral SOD dataset RGBN-SOD: (a)
distribution under simple/normal and complex situations, (b) distribution under
indoor and outdoor scenes, (c) average ground-truth on the proposed dataset, (d)
average ground-truth on MSRA-B dataset [33].

Fig. 4. Two groups of sample image pairs in the collected co-RGBN dataset for
co-saliency detection. Each group has multiple RGB-NIR image pairs containing
common salient objects. Top: RGB image; Middle: NIR image; and Bottom:
ground truth.

where the wavelength of the near-infrared band is 850 nm.
The multi-spectral camera could capture the synchronized and
aligned RGB-NIR image pairs. Each image size is 640× 480
pixels. We carefully annotate each image pair with the help of
5 computer vision researchers who have clearly learned how to
define the salient object(s) in a given RGB-NIR image pair. The
participants are asked to manually label the salient object(s) by
pixel-level annotations. The average ground-truth distribution
of proposed multi-spectral SOD dataset RGBN-SOD is shown
in Fig. 3 (c).

In addition, we then collected a new dataset for the multi-
spectral co-salient object detection problem [18], named as
co-RGBN dataset in this paper. This co-RGBN dataset contain-
ing 200 RGB-NIR image pairs is divided into 58 groups. In
each group, there are multiple RGB-NIR image pairs contain-
ing common salient objects. Sample images of the groups of the
co-RGBN dataset are shown in Fig. 4. The target is to detect the
common salient object(s) in each group of multiple images.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we firstly introduce the proposed unsuper-
vised adversarial domain adaptation for the multi-spectral SOD
problem, i.e., training on the existing RGB SOD dataset (source
domain) and testing on the proposed multi-spectral SOD dataset
(target domain). In addition, we further introduce the supervised
domain adaptation for the multi-spectral SOD problem.

In the unsupervised scenario, we assume the source-domain
RGB images Xrgb

S and their pixelwise SOD ground-truth labels
ys are drawn from the source domain distribution S, and the

Fig. 5. Examples of pseudo-NIR image generation. Top row: RGB images
and bottom row: generated pseudo-NIR images. The CycleGAN generatorGST

trained between the RGB images of the MSRA-B dataset and the NIR images of
RGBN-SOD dataset is used to generate the corresponding pseudo-NIR images
for the given source domain RGB images.

target-domain image pairs Xrgb
T and Xnir

T without the pixel-
wise SOD ground-truth label are drawn from a target domain
distribution T . The goal of the proposed method is to learn the
SOD model G(·) under the supervision of S and perform well
on the test images of T . A domain classifier D(·) is defined to
reduce the domain shift between S and T with the domain la-
bel l, where the domain label only indicates the images coming
from S or T . The whole framework of the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 6.

A. CycleGAN Based Pseudo-NIR Image Generation

One challenge in the domain adaptation problem discussed in
this paper is that all the existing RGB image datasets for SOD
only contain RGB color images and do not have the correspond-
ing NIR images. This challenge will affect the performance due
to the lack of NIR information in the source domain S. In order
to solve this problem, we employ an image-to-image translation
to synthesize the pseudo-NIR images for the source domain S.
Because we do not have the paired RGB-NIR image data for the
existing RGB image datasets like MSRA-B [76], this translation
is an unpaired image-to-image transfer, which can be achieved
by the advanced CycleGAN [77].

CycleGAN [77] is a popular unpaired image-to-image trans-
lation framework to learn the mapping between two domains
with unpaired images, where the transferred images from S
could be similar to the expected image styles in the target
domain T . Given the source-domain RGB images Xrgb

S and
target-domain NIR images Xnir

T of the proposed RGBN-SOD
dataset, following the network structure and setup in Cycle-
GAN [77], we can learn a generator GST , which represents the
mapping: Xrgb

S → Xnir
T . In our experiments, the trained GST

is used to generate pseudo-NIR images Xnir
S for each RGB

image of the source domain S. The examples of the Cycle-
GAN based pseudo-NIR image generation are shown in Fig. 5.
With the help of CycleGAN based pseudo-NIR image gener-
ation, the cross-domain data distribution (mainly between dif-
ferent datasets) discrepancy is somewhat reduced. Experimental
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Fig. 6. Framework of the proposed adversarial domain adaptation method for the unsupervised multi-spectral SOD. It consists of a trained CycleGAN generator
GST , a two-branch SOD network (Generator) and a domain classifier (Discriminator). The source domain S is an existing RGB SOD dataset like MSRA-B [76]
with the pixelwise ground-truth labels and the target domain T is the proposed multi-spectral SOD dataset without the pixelwise ground-truth labels.

Fig. 7. Proposed two-branch SOD network with the RGB and NIR (or pseudo-
NIR) image pair as the input.

results also display the effectiveness of the pseudo-NIR image
generation in domain shift reduction.

B. Two-Branch SOD Network

With the help of the generated pseudo-NIR images, both
the source domain S and target domain T have synchronized
RGB-NIR image pairs. In order to fully use the NIR spectrum
image to enhance the SOD task, we propose a two-branch SOD
network for the multi-spectral SOD. The two-branch SOD net-
work has paired images as the input, and outputs the correspond-
ing saliency map. We adopt an original Fully Convolutional Net-
works (FCN) [78] with two branches to output the saliency pre-
diction. FCN is widely used in the saliency detection to predict
the probability of each pixel as the salient objects [51].

As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed SOD network G(·) has
two branches: the RGB FCN branch Grgb(·) taking RGB im-
age as the input and the NIR FCN branch Gnir(·) taking NIR
image as the input. The two branches are with shared weights
that can be trained in an end-to-end way. For each branch,
we modify the original FCN to output a two-channel map by
applying the softmax function on each pixel, i.e., obtaining
the probability to be foreground or background for each pixel.
G(·) = Grgb(·)

⊕
Gnir(·), where

⊕
means pixelwise addition.

In our experiment, we adopt VGG16 [79] as our backbone net-
work for FCN, and other FCN models can also be applied to our
proposed framework. The proposed two-branch SOD network
is simple but efficient to capture the united multi-spectral cues
from RGB and NIR images.

C. Unsupervised Adversarial Domain Adaptation

Directly applying the two-branch SOD network trained on
the source domain S to test the images on the target domain T
might only obtain low performance due to the domain distribu-
tion discrepancy. With the assumption that the source domain S
could provide references to the target domain T , we think the
two domains S and T have some latent feature spaces that are
domain-invariant for the multi-spectral SOD problem. It is hard
to directly find the shared latent feature space, thus we use adver-
sarial learning for this task. In particular, we treat the proposed
two-branch SOD network as a Generator and then we apply a
domain classifier as the Discriminator as defined in Fig. 6. By
adversarial learning, the Generator learns to generate the SOD
map to fool the Discriminator, while the Discriminator will learn
to classify the image pair coming from S or T . In this adver-
sarial way, the Generator finally learn a network to generate the
multi-spectral SOD map that cannot be classified by the domain
classifier, which means that we find a network to extract the
domain-invariant features.

The domain classifier network D(·) used in the proposed
method is built as a discriminator network by following the
Discriminator in the DCGAN [80] as a reference. D has five
stacked strided convolutional layers with 3× 3 kernel and num-
bers of channels as { 64, 128, 256, 512, 1}. The stride is setting
up as stride = 2 except the last convolutional layer. The model
of the discriminator network is much smaller than the generator
network. LeakyReLU activation layer is followed with convolu-
tional layers except for the last layer. As mentioned in [80], using
strided convolution allows the network to learn its own spatial
down pooling and using leakyReLU activation works well for
higher resolution modeling. The Global Average Pooling (GAP)
and Sigmoid activation function are applied to output the domain
label prediction (1 for domainS and 0 for domain T ). In our pro-
posed framework, we take the two-branch SOD network G(·) as
a domain feature generator which is optimized by minimizing a
standard supervised pixelwise cross entropy loss LSeg:

LSeg = −
∑

XS

[ys log(G(XS)) + (1− ys) log(1−G(XS))],

(1)
where XS is a source-domain RGB-NIR image pair, G(XS) is
the predicted saliency map. As showing in Fig. 6, the pseudo-
NIR image ofXS is generated by the corresponding RGB image
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and the trained GST . ys is the two-class pixelwise ground-truth
map of salient and non-salient classes. Like [72], [74], the
domain classifier D is trained to discriminate G(X) coming
from the source or target domains, and at the same time, the
two-branch SOD model G(·) as the generator is trained to con-
fuse the discriminator D. Suppose LD denotes the cross entropy
domain classification loss and F = D(G(·)), and we define the
domain label ls = 1 for the image pair from the source domain
and lt = 0 for the image pair from the target domain, and then
the adversarial loss for the domain classifier D is:

LAdv =
∑

XS

LD(F (XS), ls) +
∑

XT

LD(F (XT ), lt). (2)

The loss for training G(·) is defined as combing Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2) as:

LG =
∑

XS

LSeg(XS , ys) + λ1

∑

XS

LD(F (XS), lt)

+ λ2

∑

XT

LD(F (XT ), ls), (3)

where XT is a target-domain RGB-NIR image pair, λ1 and λ2

are the balance weights and we set them as 1 in our experiments.
The learning can be summarized as the following optimization
problem:

min
θG

LG, (4)

min
θD

LAdv. (5)

We design the model by different kinds of loss functions. The
standard supervised pixelwise cross entropy loss of Eq. (1) is
chosen to train the generator on the supervised source domain
data. While the adversarial loss of Eq. (2) is used to train the
discriminator to classify the features coming from source or
target domains. Eq. (3) is introduced to let the generator out-
put domain-invariant features so as to confuse the discriminator.
If the discriminator could not distinguish the features coming
from the source or target domains, the generator outputs the
domain-invariant features. During the training procedure, we
alternately optimize the network parameters θG for G(·) by op-
timizing Eq. (4) and the network parameters θD for D(·) by
optimizing Eq. (5). We see the loss decreasing in the network
training, so the domain-invariant features are obtained by the
generator.

D. Supervised Domain Adaptation via Fine-Tuning

Besides the unsupervised scenario, we also consider the su-
pervised domain adaptation for the multi-spectral SOD task via
fine-tuning. For the supervised scenario, we split the collected
RGBN-SOD dataset into training, validation and testing sub-
sets as the ratio of 5:1:4 same as the split in the MSRA-B
dataset [81]. The image pairs are randomly selected from the
simple and complex situations following the split ratio. Given a
pre-trained model, it can be fine-tuned on the training and vali-
dation subsets of the collected multi-spectral SOD dataset for a
supervised domain adaptation.

The two-branch SOD network G(·) is adopted for the super-
vised task. We mainly consider this supervised learning problem
as a domain adaptation from the pre-trained models on some
existing dataset to the collected multi-spectral SOD dataset. We
study the three fine-tuning strategies with different initialized
pre-trained models using the ImageNet dataset, the existing RGB
SOD dataset, and the proposed unsupervised domain adaptation
model.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Source-Domain Dataset and the Pseudo-NIR Images

For the unsupervised domain adaptation SOD task, we choose
the MSRA-B dataset [76], [81] as our source domain, and our
RGBN-SOD dataset (780 RGB-NIR image pairs) is taken as
the target domain. MSRA-B dataset includes 5000 RGB im-
ages which contains various image contents of natural scenes,
animals, planets, etc. The dataset is divided into three parts by
the ratio of 5:1:4 (training: 2500 images, validation: 500 images,
testing: 2000 images) as that in [81]. For training the CycleGAN
model, we take all the 2500 training images in MSRA-B and all
the 780 NIR images in RGBN-SOD dataset as the two domains
for the image transfer.

The generalization ability of different SOD datasets may be
different [49]. The reason for us to choose MSRA-B dataset as
the source domain dataset is that the average ground-truth of
the salient objects in the MSRA-B dataset is similar to that of
the proposed RGBN-SOD dataset, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and
Fig. 3(d). From the average ground-truth maps, we see that 1)
the salient object in these two datasets are mainly located around
the center of the image; 2) the ratio of the salient object areas
to the whole image are also similar in these two datasets. In
the cases of extremely different area distributions in source and
target domains such as too large, small, sparse object size and
locations, the area distribution might cause damages to the deep
neural networks model generalization. It is worth mentioning
that the main domain discrepancy in this paper comes from the
appearance feature differences between the source and target
domains, e.g., color, texture, contrast, brightness, etc, not from
the area distribution.

For training the CycleGAN model, we choose the cross-
entropy loss mode, image buffer is set as 50 inspired by [77]
and other hyper-parameters like input image size as 256, are
following the default setup in their public code. To balance the
training time and image quality, we keep the 50th training epoch
model as our generator to synthesize the pseudo-NIR images for
MSRA-B dataset. Some typical images of the original and syn-
thetic image pairs are shown in Fig. 5, and we can see that the
generated pseudo-NIR images are reasonable and similar as the
real NIR images.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the proposed multi-spectral SOD method perfor-
mance using Precision-Recall (PR) curve, maximum F-measure
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(max-F), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Structural similar-
ity measure (S-measure). We also evaluate the average preci-
sion, recall and F-measure with an adaptive threshold that is
twice the mean value of the saliency map [6]. The value of
F-measure is defined as Fγ = (1+γ2)×Precision×Recall

γ2×Precision+Recall , where
γ2 is set to 0.3 as suggested in [51]. When given a threshold
θ(θ ∈ [0, 1]) to a saliency map, we can get a binary mask of it.
Then the precision and recall can be computed by comparing
the generated binary saliency mask and the ground truth. The
PR curve is obtained by continuously varying θ. The PR curve
of a dataset is computed from the average precision and recall
value over the whole dataset. The MAE error [82] is calculated
as the average absolute pixelwise difference between the pre-
dicted saliency map and the binary ground truth. The structural
similarity measure (S-measure) [84] is a new metric proposed to
evaluate the similarity between a non-binary saliency map and a
ground-truth map. We calculate the S-measure as defined in [83],
Sγ = γ × So + (1− γ)× Sr, where γ is set to 0.5 as suggested
in [83], So represents the object-aware structural similarity and
Sr is the region-aware structural similarity.

C. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Based SOD Task

In the unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation task, we
aim at training a SOD model with the existing RGB image
dataset with pixel-level annotations to perform well on the
RGBN-SOD dataset without pixel-level annotations. We imple-
ment our networks using PyTorch running on a single Tesla
P40 GPU. The FCN8s network [78] using VGG16 is used as
our backbone model, and we also conduct experiments on the
FCN16 s network using VGG16. During the training procedure,
we set the batch size as 1.

In the unsupervised situation, our proposed method is denoted
as “SOD*+,” where “SOD” means the proposed two-branch
FCN network (Generator), and “*” means the FCN backbone
for one branch, and “+” indicates the proposed adversarial do-
main adaptation method. “SOD*” is the models trained with the
two-branch SOD network without the proposed adversarial do-
main adaptation method. “FCN*” specifies training the models
with the original single branch FCN network and then testing it
for RGB and NIR images independently and then merging the
results. In unsupervised SOD task, both of the basic FCN model
and the two-branch FCN model are initialized by the pre-trained
VGG16 model on ImageNet [84]. In our experiments, names
“*8 s” or “*16 s” indicate the backbone network as FCN8s or
FCN16 s using VGG16, respectively.

We use the training and validation set of MSRA-B dataset
for training and validation. The image pairs in the collected
multi-spectral SOD dataset are treated as the testing set. Firstly,
we train an original single branch FCN model on source domain
S as our baseline model, indicated as “FCN*”. All the images in
our proposed dataset are tested on the well-trained FCN model.
Then the two-branch SOD network “SOD*” is trained using
both of the original RGB and the pseudo-NIR images of the
MSRA-B dataset. The stochastic gradient descent optimizer is
adopted for training. We set the momentum as 0.99, weight decay
as 0.0005. As for learning rate, we follow the setup in [85], i.e.,
lr = 10−10 for those layers with bias = False, and 2× lr for the

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS TO OTHER METHODS ON THE RGBN-SOD

DATASET. (FOR EACH COLUMN IN THE TABLE, THE TOP TWO BEST RESULTS

ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD AND BOLD ITALIC, RESPECTIVELY.)

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE ON THE UNSUPERVISED DOMAIN ADAPTATION FOR THE

MULTI-SPECTRAL SOD ON THE RGBN-SOD DATASET

layers with bias = True. Finally, the proposed domain adapta-
tion based model “SOD*+” is trained with the initial parameters
of the trained two-branch FCN model “SOD*”. During training
procedure of domain classifier (Discriminator), an ADAM op-
timizer is adopted, and the initial learning rate is 1× 10−4.

During testing, except for the “SOD*” models that can provide
results of paired multi-spectral images simultaneously, other
comparison methods can only provide saliency prediction for
RGB images. For this kind of methods, we just treat both the
RGB and NIR image as separate inputs. Pixelwise average re-
sults of the corresponding RGB and NIR saliency maps are used
to merge the image pair’s results. The results merged the RGB
and NIR information are specified as “RGBN” in the tables of
this paper. “RGB” indicates the results by only testing on the
RGB images. For the two-branch models, “RGB2” indicates the
input of each branch in the proposed two-branch SOD network
is the same RGB image during testing. The experimental results
about the unsupervised domain adaptation are summarized in
Table I and Table II.

Table I shows the SOD results compared with other methods.
We compare our unsupervised method with some salient object
detection methods as RC [8], LRK [44], CWS [45], FT [46], and
DCL [51]. The first four methods are feature-based traditional
methods and the last one is deep learning based method. Fig-
ure 8 shows sample results of different SOD methods and the PR
curve of the related results are also shown in Fig. 9. From the re-
sults, we can find that the proposed method performs better than
the other SOD methods on Precision, F-measure, MAE, maxF,
and Smeasure metrics. Table II shows the performance change
of each component of the proposed method. Taking FCN8s as
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Fig. 8. Sample results of unsupervised multi-spectral salient object detection on the RGBN-SOD dataset: (a) ground-truth, (b) RGB image, (c) NIR image, (d)
RGBN results on SOD8s+ (the proposed method with unsupervised domain adaptation), (e-f) RGBN and RGB results on FCN8s, (g) DCL, (h) LRK, (i) RC, (j)
FT, and (k) CWS. .

Fig. 9. PR curves of different unsupervised SOD methods on the proposed
RGBN-SOD dataset.

an example, adding the synthetic pseudo-NIR images for train-
ing by “SOD8s” will get better results than FCN8s, and then
further adding the proposed adversarial domain adaptation by
“SOD8s+” will obtain improved results. The same change trend
happens to the proposed method using FCN16 s as a baseline.
In addition, both Table I and Table II show that using RGB-NIR
image pairs together could achieve better results than only us-
ing RGB images for the saliency detection, especially in images
under complex situation.

D. Supervised Domain Adaptation Based SOD Task

We also evaluate the supervised domain adaptation on the
collected multi-spectral SOD dataset. We mainly consider the
following three initializations for fine-tuning:

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE ON THE SUPERVISED DOMAIN ADAPTATION FOR THE

MULTI-SPECTRAL SOD ON THE RGBN-SOD DATASET

1) “sVGG”: initializing the network G(·) with a pre-trained
VGG16 model on the ImageNet dataset.

2) “sSOD*”: initializing the network with the parameter
of the pre-trained model “SOD*” (trained on MSRA-B
dataset without the proposed adversarial domain adapta-
tion).

3) “sSOD*+”: initializing the network with the parameter
of the pre-trained model “SOD*+” (trained on MSRA-B
dataset with the proposed adversarial domain adaption).

Table III shows the results of different initializations for
fine-tuning. We see that the network initialized with a higher
performance on the unsupervised task can help to learn a su-
pervised model with a better performance. For example, the
model initialized by the pre-trained model of “SOD8s+” gets
the best performance, i.e., maxF=0.9031, Smeasure=0.8940,
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TABLE IV
CO-SALIENCY PERFORMANCE ON THE COLLECTED CO-RGBN DATASET USING

DIFFERENT INITIALIZATIONS TO START THE HSCS METHOD [18]

Fig. 10. Sample co-saliency detection results by three methods on the collected
co-RGBN dataset.

using RGB and NIR image pairs together. We can see that us-
ing MSRA-B dataset for training by “SOD8s” could provide a
better results than directly using the pre-trained model on Ima-
geNet. The domain adaption can also be realized by fine-tuning
the pre-trained model.

E. Co-Saliency Performance on the co-RGBN Dataset

Co-saliency detection is to highlight the common salient ob-
ject(s) in a group of images. Since there are not many re-
searches on multi-spectral (RGBN) co-salient object detection,
we simply explore the RGBN co-salient object detection with
the collected co-RGBN dataset. In some methods designed for
co-salient object detection like [18], [87], intra-saliency maps
are needed for the initialization. In this section, we try to study
the effects of the quality of the initialized intra-saliency map
to start the RGBN co-saliency detection. We take the HSCS
method [18] originally proposed for the RGBD co-saliency de-
tection as the baseline framework for the RGBN co-salient ob-
ject detection. The HSCS method needs initialized intra-saliency
map for each individual image to start its co-saliency detec-
tion. We select the initialized intra-saliency maps by three dif-
ferent methods–DCMC [63], RC [8] and SOD8s +–to start the
HSCS method on the collected co-RGBN dataset, which are de-
noted as “HSCS_ DCMC,” “HSCS _ RC,” and “HSCS _ SOD8s
+,” respectively. The co-saliency performance on the collected
co-RGBN dataset using different methods is shown in Table IV.
We can see that the proposed “HSCS_ SOD8s+” provides useful
cues for finding the co-saliency object(s) in a group of images
and achieves the best performance. Figure 10 shows the sample
results by the three methods.

F. Performance on the Existing Multi-Spectral SOD Dataset

As far as we know, the current largest public multi-spectral
RGB-NIR SOD dataset (except our proposed RGBN-SOD
dataset) is the OPTIMAL-SOD dataset collected by [42] with

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE ON OPTIMAL-SOD [42] DATASET CONTAINING 40 RGB-NIR

IMAGE PAIRS

Fig. 11. Sample results of OPTIMAL-SOD dataset [42] with RGB-NIR image
pairs: (a) RGB image, (b) NIR image, (c) ground-truth, (d) RC result, (e) sVGG8s
result, (f) sSOD8s result, and (g) sSOD8s+ result.

only 40 RGB-NIR image pairs in it. The OPTIMAL-SOD
dataset contains indoor and outdoor images with the resolution
of 512×384 pixels. One or several salient objects are included
in each RGB-NIR image pairs.

Since the number of image pairs in the dataset provided
by [42] is not sufficient to train a deep learning model, we di-
rectly take the whole OPTIMAL-SOD dataset as the testing set.
The models trained on the training set of our RGBN-SOD dataset
are directly adopted as the salient object detectors. The exper-
imental results are shown in Table V. In Table V, the first line
shows the result of pixelwise average combination of the RGB
and NIR prediction results by the RC method [8], and the bottom
three lines show the prediction results of the supervised mod-
els discussed in Section V-D with both RGB and NIR modali-
ties as the input. The reason we choose the RC method as the
comparison is that the RC method shows almost the best per-
formance reported in [42]. It is obvious that the trained models
under the supervision of RGBN-SOD dataset obtain better per-
formances comparing to the RC method. The model initialized
by the “SOD8s+” still perform the best on the OPTIMAL-SOD
dataset. Figure 11 shows the sample detection results on the
OPTIMAL-SOD dataset. The “sSOD8s+” model can get more
accurate SOD detection results in Fig. 11. The RC method is
a traditional contrast based salient object detection method. As
mentioned in [42], images in OPTIMAL-SOD dataset has com-
plex background by containing several disturbing objects of dif-
ferent colors and the salient objects in many images do not have
a unique distinguishable color. Therefore, the contrast between
the object and background in some images in this dataset is
low. In this way, the contrast-based method RC may not be
able to capture sufficient cues to detect the salient objects, lead-
ing to a low performance. However, the proposed method us-
ing deep learning is more robust by learning and using deeper
features.
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE MULTI-SPECTRAL SOD ON THE RGBN-SOD DATASET

COMPARED TO STATE-OF-THE-ART SOD MODELS

G. Discussion

1) Applying the Proposed Method to the State-of-The-Art
SOD Model: We take the state-of-the-art SOD model, Cascaded
Partial Decoder (CPD) framework proposed in [52], as the back-
bone model to test the proposed deep domain adaptation method.

Firstly, we choose CPD with VGG16 model as its backbone.
We fine-tune the proposed method under the unsupervised situ-
ation with CPD model as the backbone. During fine-tuning, the
default parameter setting of the CPD model is adopted. “CPD”
indicates fine-tuning the original CPD model with the MSRA-B
dataset as the training set in the same way with the FCN method
in our experiment. We extend the CPD model as a two-branch
network in the same way as we extend FCN network mentioned
in Section IV-B, and we indicate the two-branch CPD model
as “CPD _ SOD”. We also apply the proposed adversarial do-
main adaptation framework on “CPD _ SOD” and name it as
“CPD _ SOD+”. Then, we also choose CPD with ResNet50
model as its backbone. The experiment settings are the same as
the VGG16 model based CPD method above, and the original
CPD with Resnet50 model as its backbone is indicated as “CPD
_ ResNet,” the two-branch CPD model is indicated as “CPD _
ResNet_ SOD” and the model applied the proposed adversarial
domain adaptation framework on “CPD _ ResNet_ SOD” is in-
dicated as “CPD _ ResNet_ SOD+”. Table VI shows the results
by taking RGB and NIR image pairs as the input.

From Table VI, we can see that the proposed method us-
ing CPD model as the backbone shows better performance than
the proposed method with FCN8s model as the backbone. On
one hand, it shows that the proposed methods performance could
be improved by using a more advanced backbone model, e.g.,
the CPD model. On the other hand, the proposed domain adapta-
tion method could also improve the maxF performance on CPD
model from 0.8827 to 0.8920, and on CPD _ ResNet model from

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE ON UNSUPERVISED DOMAIN ADAPTATION FOR THE

MULTI-SPECTRAL SOD USING FCN8S MODEL ON THE RGBN-SOD DATASET

WITH DIFFERENT SCALES OF SOURCE DOMAIN IMAGE NUMBER

0.9087 to 0.9249. We also add supervised experiments on the
CPD backbone with VGG16 and ResNet50 model, receptively.
With CPD as the backbone, supervised models can obtain better
performance than the unsupervised models.

Besides the CPD method, we also compare with other
deep learning based SOD methods, such as BAS [53], AS-
Net [59], [60], DSS [88], PAGE [58], CSF+Res2Net [61], [62],
EGNet [57] and RGBD SOD methods, such as DTM [88],
PGAR [89], BBS [89]. From Table VI, we can find that most
of the deep learning based SOD methods can get better perfor-
mance than the DTM method, but their performance is lower
than the proposed method with CPD as the backbone in both
unsupervised and supervised settings on most of the evaluation
metrics. We can also see that directly applying the RGBD SOD
method DTM to multi-spectral SOD could not obtain satisfac-
tory performance.

2) Influence on the Scale of Source Domain Image Number:
We also add an experiment to study the influence of the im-
age number of the training set under the unsupervised domain
adaptation setting. The default setting is using 2500 training
images in MSRA-B as the source domain in all the above exper-
iments. We enlarge the number of images in the source domain
by taking all the training and testing images in MSRA-B (totally
4500 images) as the source domain for training. Table VII shows
the RGB-NIR image pair’s performance trained with different
scales of source domain image number. Compared to 2500 im-
ages as the source domain, when taking the FCN8s as our base-
line model, the maxF is improved from 0.8200 using 2500 im-
ages to 0.8369 using 4500 images. After the proposed domain
adaptation, the maxF is slightly improved from 0.8458 using
2500 images to 0.8473 using 4500 images. We can see that the
domain adaptation performance is slightly improved with more
source domain images. It also shows that the proposed domain
adaptation method is robust no matter using 2500 images or
4500 images as the source domain.

3) Evaluation on the Enlarged RGBN-3000 Dataset: In this
section, we enlarge the dataset to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method. First, we enlarge the dataset into 1000 image
pairs by adding 220 newly collected RGBN image pairs to the
original 780 RGBN image pairs. Then we flip all the images in
horizontal direction to generate additional 1000 RGBN image
pairs, and add “salt and pepper” noise with 0.2 noise density
to generate another 1000 RGBN image pairs. Combining them
together, we get a larger-scale dataset, 3000 RGBN image pairs,
which is named as “RGBN-3000” dataset in this paper. For the
unsupervised experiment setting, all the 3000 image pairs in
the RGBN-3000 dataset are taken as the target domain. For the
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TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE OF THE MULTI-SPECTRAL SOD ON THE RGBN-3000 DATASET

WITH CPD [52] AS BASELINE

Fig. 12. Sample failure case of the proposed SOD8s+ method on the RGBN-
SOD dataset.

supervised setting, we split the dataset in ratio 5:1:4 by following
the rule mentioned above.

Table VIII shows the results on the RGBN-3000 dataset. In
this part, we adopt the same experiment settings as in Sec-
tion V-G1. “CPD” indicates fine-tuning the original CPD model
with the MSRA-B training set, “CPD _ SOD” indicates the
extended two-branch CPD model, and “CPD _ SOD+” indi-
cates the model applied with the proposed adversarial domain
adaptation framework on “CPD _ SOD” model. The results in
Table VIII show that the proposed method can improve the per-
formance on maxF and Smeasure evaluations under both unsu-
pervised and supervised settings.

4) Failure Case: We show a failure case of the proposed
method in Fig. 12. In this example, the main parts of the salient
object (i.e., chair) have been discovered by the proposed method.
However, the proposed method might ignore the tiny-thin ob-
jects like the chair legs as shown in Fig. 12.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we systematically studied the multi-spectral
salient object detection problem. We first proposed a new large
dataset RGBN-SOD including 780 synchronized image pairs
in both simple and complex situations and their pixelwise
ground truth for this research problem. Different with traditional
saliency detection methods, in this paper, we proposed a new
adversarial domain adaptation method in deep learning for the
multi-spectral salient object detection by making better usage of
the existing RGB saliency detection dataset. The experimental
results including unsupervised and supervised settings show that
the multi-spectral images could better detect the salient objects
than single RGB images. The experimental results and discus-
sions show that the proposed deep domain adaptation method
is also helpful to improve the saliency detection accuracy. In
addition, we also collected a new dataset co-RGBN including
200 RGB-NIR image pairs to study the multi-spectral co-salient
object detection problem in this paper. Future work will be

focused on continually improving the performance on the col-
lected multi-spectral datasets.
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